Making homes happen

3. Site opportunities and constraints
We have been working to understand the existing character and surrounding area of the site, including the opportunities and constraints it
presents. It is also crucial we understand and respond to the site’s history, neighbouring communities and local priorities.
The diagram below sets out the key opportunities and constraints in redeveloping the site. This focuses on four key themes:
•
•
•
•

Built form, heritage and identity
Neighbourhood, land use and community
Landscape, ecology and open space
Movement, networks and accessibility

The site is clear of key planning policy designations and constraints but is close by to the Nidderdale Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, Studley Park World Heritage Site and Fountains Abbey Scheduled
Monument and associated viewing corridor, which has to be maintained.

Landscape, ecology and open space

Built form, heritage and identity
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Potential to develop a mixed-use
residential neighbourhood.
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Provide for small scale employment
for enterprise/ skills/ start-ups.
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Provide land for a Local centre at the
heart of the new neighbourhood.
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Provide land for a primary school at
the heart of the new community.
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Potential to create a development
identity unique to the site character.
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Consider reuse of existing buildings
on Claro (eg. Gym) for community use.

6

Provision of a range of house typologies
for an age-diverse new community.
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To retain mature landscape in a green
spine or linear park through Claro.

13

Redevelop derelict WWII barracks for
much needed 2 and 3 bed houses.

14

Deliver an early phase of residential on
existing Deverell Training Ground.
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To develop the ‘Laver Compound Area’ on
Laver as an early residential release.
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Neighbourhood, land use & community
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Potential to retain woodland and
mature trees of good quality.

15

Provide a Neighbourhood Equipped Area
for Play for the broader area.

16

Provide new accessible formal recreation
along Clotherholme Road / western edge.

17

Potential to reinforce existing
vegetation as green ‘bat-corridors’.

18

To create a park around Laver Banks with
recreation routes and wildlife areas.

22

Maintain circa 40% of the overall site area
for open space, landscape and ecology.
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Potential provision of sports pitches south of
the River Laver accessed via Galphay Lane.

24

Opportunities for informal recreation; horse
riding, cycling, walking on woodland paths.

25

Potential to provide a SuDs pond to the
north of Laver on former works site.

Movement, Networks and Accessibility
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12

Potential for bus operators to extend a service to
the site via Clotherholme and/or Kirkby Road.

12

Improve cycling links to the town centre,
potentially along the Clotherholme Road.

19

Create a north-south pedestrian and cycle
link from Kirkby Road to Galphay Lane.

20

Maintain the crossing of the River
Laver via the existing Bailey Bridge.

26

Potential to provide a link to open space
and play east of Laver Banks.

